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Abstract 

Holes in silicon quantum dots are receiving significant attention due to their potential as 
fast, tunable, and scalable qubits in semiconductor quantum circuits. Despite this, 
challenges remain in this material system including difficulties using charge sensing to 
determine the number of holes in a quantum dot, and in controlling the coupling between 
adjacent quantum dots. In this work, we address these problems by fabricating an 
ambipolar complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) device using multilayer 
palladium gates. The device consists of an electron charge sensor adjacent to a hole double 
quantum dot. We demonstrate control of the spin state via electric dipole spin resonance 
(EDSR). We achieve smooth control of the inter-dot coupling rate over two orders of 
magnitude and use the charge sensor to perform spin-to-charge conversion to measure the 
hole singlet-triplet relaxation time of 11 μs for a known hole occupation. These results 
provide a path towards improving the quality and controllability of hole spin-qubits.   
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Introduction 
The unique properties of hole spins make them a promising candidate for implementing 
scalable semiconductor-based qubits. The strong spin-orbit interaction (SOI) for holes 
provides a coupling mechanism between hole-spins and electric fields (1, 2) allowing 
hole-spins to be rapidly manipulated by simply applying an AC electric field to a local 
electrode (3). Recent experiments using holes in quantum dots have shown fast electric 
spin manipulation (fRabi > 100 MHz (4–6)), demonstrated single spin-qubit devices in 
silicon (7) and four-qubit devices in germanium (8). Furthermore, the SOI of holes in 
quantum dots is highly tunable in-situ through parameters including the confinement 
shape, magnetic-field orientation or spatial position with respect to non-uniform strain (9, 
10). Therefore, recent calculations, confirmed by experiments, suggested it is possible to 
engineer “sweet spots” for holes, where rapid spin control is possible, while 
simultaneously minimizing the effect of charge noise induced decoherence (11–13). 

In silicon, the fabrication and processing of p-type quantum devices is far less developed 
compared with the more conventional n-type quantum devices. Materials challenges such 
as the high contact resistance, charge noise (14) and low mobility of p-type devices result 
in much lower bandwidth and worse signal-to-noise ratio for p-type quantum devices, 
causing significant limitations for p-type qubit readout (see also Supplementary Material 
I). The main strategies to address hole qubit readout have been to develop sensing 
methods that avoid the known drawbacks of p-type devices (such as gate-based dispersive 
readout (15–17)) or to continue to develop and optimize p-type processing (18–20). 
However, there is a potential shortcut: take advantage of the ambipolar capabilities of 
CMOS silicon to implement a p-type qubit with a high-quality n-type charge sensor. 

CMOS devices commonly combine both n-type and p-type capabilities within the same 
device. However, in quantum devices based on CMOS technology, devices are typically 
unipolar. The limited studies of ambipolar quantum dots typically used transport 
measurements of a single quantum dot connected to both n-type and p-type ohmics (14, 
21–25). Recently, Souza de-Almeda et al. (26) demonstrated a device with an n-type dot 
to read out the charge state of a p-type dot (and vice versa). Now the open question is the 
feasibility of using ambipolar charge sensing in spin qubit devices at the single hole level.  

In this work we demonstrate an improved hole spin qubit architecture by (a) combining n-
type charge sensor with a p-type double dot and (b) using Pd to fabricate multilayer 
quantum dot devices instead of using Al. The presented device architecture enables 
readout of hole spin relaxation in a silicon hole MOS platform via an adjacent charge 
sensor. The device shows a hole singlet-triplet relaxation time of 11µs, which is reported 
for a known double dot hole occupation of (2,8). Finally, the device demonstrates the 
capability for electrically driven spin resonance, while showing smooth controllability of 
the inter-dot coupling rate over two orders of magnitude.  
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Results  

Combining n-MOS charge sensing with p-MOS quantum dots  
Figure 1A shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the CMOS device 

design. Using palladium allowed finer gate features than previous aluminium gates (18, 27) which 
will be important for inter-dot coupling control discussed later (See Methods for detail). Full 
characterisation details of the mobility and threshold voltages for the n-MOS and p-MOS are 
given in Supplementary Material I. The left side of the device has p-type ohmic contacts to form a 
hole double quantum dot (blue), while the right side of the device has n-type ohmic contacts to 
form a single-electron dot charge sensor (red). This geometry allows the formation of an electron 
dot close to a hole double quantum dot (Fig. 1B).  

We first demonstrate simultaneous operation of the hole double quantum dot and the 
adjacent single-electron transistor (SET) charge sensor. Fig. 1C shows the measured dc current 
through the p-type channel. In the bottom left region of the stability diagram several bias triangles 
are observed, consistent with the formation of a hole double quantum dot. As the biases on P1 and 
P2 are made more positive the bias triangles lose visibility since voltages applied on P1 and P2 
gates control the hole tunnelling rate, resulting in a precipitous drop in the current. 

Figure 1D, on the other hand, shows the current through the adjacent SET (ICS), measured 
simultaneously to Fig. 1C. The charge transition lines show the typical honeycomb pattern 
expected for a double quantum dot controlled by gates P1 and P2. The grey rectangular boxes in 
Fig. 1C and 1D indicate the bias triangles and corresponding triple points which were observed 
simultaneously in transport and charge sensing. Unlike the p-type transport of Fig. 1C, the charge 
sensor is able to observe the charge transitions of the double quantum dot all the way down to the 
last hole. This allows confirmation of the exact hole occupation of the double dot, which is 
necessary to understand its orbital structure and hence its spin-orbit interaction. 

Figure 1E shows measurements of the charge sensor when the double quantum dot is 
operating in the last hole regime. Due to the asymmetry of the SET location with respect to the P1 
and P2 dot, the sensor is able to discriminate between the (2,0) and (1,1) states due to the charge 
dipole (also see Supplementary Material II). This is useful for enhancing the signal when 
performing Pauli Spin Blockade (PSB) based spin-to-charge conversion discussed later.  

 

Electric control of the hole spin state 
Next, we demonstrate electric control of the hole spin state using measurements of the 

current through the double dot. The device was tuned to a bias triangle where the base current was 
suppressed by spin blockade (Fig. 2A). The PSB can be lifted by applying a microwave tone to 
plunger gate P1, where the frequency of the tone is equal to the Zeeman splitting (Fig. 2B). 
Increasing the magnetic field increases the microwave frequency needed to match the Zeeman 
splitting (Fig. 2C). These results demonstrate that it is possible to implement ambipolar charge 
sensing using a spin-qubit device layout, without limiting the ability to detect and perform spin 
manipulation.  

 

Smooth control of inter-dot tunnel coupling rate 
A main motivation for using electrically defined quantum dots as qubits is the promise of 

smooth in-situ control of the inter-dot tunnel coupling (tc). However, in silicon MOS quantum 
dots, reliable in-situ control of tc has remained a challenge and has only recently been achieved 
for n-type silicon devices (28). We now use the n-type charge sensor to demonstrate smooth 
control of tc for a p-type planar hole double quantum dot. The voltage applied to the J-gate (Jg) 
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allows control of inter-dot coupling. Three representative stability diagrams are shown in Fig. 3: 
(A) strong inter-dot coupling (electrons occupying molecular orbitals that span both dots) (B) 
intermediate inter-dot coupling and (C) weak inter-dot coupling (localized double dot). Fig. 3D 
shows the measured tc as a function of Jg, measured at the true (1,1) to (0,2) transition. The 
interdot tunnel coupling rates are calculated from the measured charge distribution as a function 
of detuning between the P1 and P2 dot potentials (29). Details can be found in Supplementary 
Material III. The data show smooth control of interdot tunnel coupling rates over two orders of 
magnitude. 

 

Measurement of singlet-triplet relaxation time  
To verify that the charge sensor is capable of spin-to-charge conversion, we measured the 

singlet-triplet relaxation time (TST) of the double-hole quantum dot using the n-type charge 
sensor. Firstly, we located a charge transition that shows PSB by observing transport 
measurements at 3mV of source-drain bias (see Supplementary Material IV). The (2,8) - (1,9) 
transition (which we analyse as an effective “(2,0)” to “(1,1)” transition, assuming standard two-
charge singlet-triplet terminology) showed clear spin blockade with a singlet-triplet energy 
splitting of 460 μeV (see supplementary Material IV). TST measurements were performed using 
the (2,8) - (1,9) transition rather than the true (2,0) - (1,1) transition since long reservoir-to-dot 
tunnel rates occur at the last hole (Tload >>TST), due to effect of strongly depleting plunger gates 
(see Fig 1C). 

To detect the spin blockade using the charge sensor a three-stage gate pulse sequence is 
employed (30). The cyclical three-stage pulse sequence consisted of Empty (E) - Load (L) - 
Measure (M) stages as shown in the schematics in Fig. 4D. The Empty stage resets the double dot 
into (1,8), and the Load stage loads randomly loads a (1,9) singlet or triplet configuration. When 
the M stage lies within the spin blockaded region of the (2,8) charge configuration, the triplet 
(1,9) states are blocked, while the (1,9) singlet states quickly tunnel into (2,8), allowing spin-to-
charge conversion. To enhance the PSB signal we alternate between clockwise E-L-M and 
counter-clockwise L-E-M sequences to allow a differential lock-in measurement (the resultant is 
denoted as ICS,AC in Fig. 4B and C). The PSB region in Fig. 4B confirms that we can use the 
electron charge sensor to detect the hole spin state (see also Supplementary Material V). 

Next, we measured the singlet-triplet relaxation time within the PSB region (marked by an 
orange star on Fig. 4B). This measurement was performed by increasing the pulse period, while 
keeping the ratio of E:L:M stages fixed at 1:1:6, so that the triplet states have more time to relax 
into the singlet states. Fig. 4E shows the sensor signal as the pulse period is increased for three 
different in-plane magnetic field values. We fit the decay in the sensor signal to extract TST (see 
Supplementary Material VI) and obtained a maximum TST of 11 ± 3μs at zero magnetic field (Fig. 
4D). The singlet-triplet relaxation time dramatically falls as a function of in-plane magnetic field. 
This is consistent with the reduced visibility of the spin-blockade signal in Fig. 4C, as well as the 
recent results for holes in planar Ge quantum dots (31). 
 
Discussion  

We demonstrated integration of an n-type SET as a charge sensor with a p-type double 
quantum dot in a planar MOS structure. The charge state of the p-type double quantum dot can be 
simultaneously measured by p-type transport as well as n-type charge sensing. The charge sensor 
is able to sense down to the last few holes in the double quantum dot. The CMOS charge sensor is 
able to differentiate states with the same total charge occupation, e.g. (2,0) state and (1,1) state. 
Singlet-triplet relaxation time was measured at various magnetic fields using the CMOS charge 
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sensor. We demonstrated smooth control of the interdot barrier tunnel coupling rates over two 
orders of magnitude as well as electrical control of the spin state of the hole double dot via EDSR. 

 Low bandwidth of the sensor (~100 ms integration time), and the precipitous drop in TST 
due to increasing magnetic field prevented ability to investigate spin physics at time scales faster 
than 1 µs including the single shot measurement. Future work will improve the measurement 
bandwidth with RF reflectometry using the low resistance n-type sensor (32) combined with 
latched readout (33) (preliminary results are shown in Supplementary VII). This work provides a 
step towards realizing high speed single hole qubits with high performance charge sensors. 

 
 
Materials and Methods 
 

Device fabrication 
The device is fabricated on a high resistivity natural silicon wafer with a high quality 5.9 
nm SiO2 gate oxide. P+ (n+) ohmic regions were prepared by boron (phosphorus) 
diffusion. The planar gate structure was fabricated using a multilayer Pd metal and an 
atomic layer deposition (ALD) 2 nm Al2O3 gate stack (27).  
 
Experimental setup 
Plunger gates P1 and P2 were negatively biased to form a double hole quantum dot and 
ST was positively biased to form a single-electron quantum dot. The measured lever arms 
and calculated capacitive matrix for this device are discussed in more detail in the 
Supplementary material VIII. The currents in the p-type and n-type channels are 
simultaneously measured using low noise current-to-voltage converters and standard low 
frequency dual lock-in techniques with applied source-drain bias of 3 mV (34). All 
experiments were performed at cryogenic temperatures using a BlueFors dilution fridge 
with a hole/electron temperature of ≈ 100 mK. 
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Figures and Tables 
 

 
Fig. 1. CMOS ambipolar charge sensing device. (A) A false-colored scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) image of an ambipolar device with planar MOS structure. The 
left half of the device is able to form a double hole quantum dot with p-type ohmic 
contacts, whereas the right half of the device is able to form a single-electron 
quantum dot with n-type ohmic contacts. (B) Cross section of the 3D-model 
generated ambipolar device. The fabricated device is able to form a hole quantum 
dot next to an electron quantum dot close to each other, which enables mutual 
charge sensing of n-type and p-type devices. (C) Bias triangles of a double hole 
quantum dot measured by p-type transport with VSD = 3 mV and (D) 
simultaneously measured stability diagram with an n-type charge sensor. Grey 
rectangles highlight the same charge transition region on the two maps. Charge 
sensing allows detection of the charge occupation down to the last hole, which is 
not possible in transport as the barriers become too opaque. The last three 
transitions are marked by black arrows. (E) Zoomed in stability diagram at the 
(1,1) – (0,2) transition showing four distinct current levels. The vertical line at P1 
= -0.65 V in Fig. 1D is an artifact due to re-tuning the sensor over this large map. 
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Fig. 2. Electric dipole spin resonance (EDSR) of the hole double quantum dot. (A) A 

bias triangle of the double hole quantum dot. Pauli spin blockade (PSB) is 
observed at the base of the triangle (red star). (B) Microwave is applied to a hole 
dot to lift PSB. The PSB is lifted only when the applied microwave energy 
matches the Zeeman splitting of the system. (C) The EDSR response which 
demonstrates rapid electric control of double hole quantum dot spin states. 
Measured g-factor from this experiment is 1.12. 
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Fig. 3. Smooth control of interdot tunnel coupling rate of the hole double quantum 

dot. (A-C) Stability diagrams of the hole double quantum dot at different interdot 
barrier voltages Jg measured by the n-type charge sensor. Change in slope of the 
charge transition lines and broadening of the interdot coupling line shows that 
interdot coupling rates are different at each regime. (D) Measured interdot 
coupling rate tc as a function of Jg at the true (1,1) to (0,2) transition. The blue line 
is guide to the eye. At strong J g regime, interdot tunnelling rates are too fast to 
measure (≫ 100 GHz). Interdot tunnelling rates are calculated using the measured 
width of the detuning peak ((29)). 
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Fig. 4. Singlet-triplet relaxation time (TST) measurement of a silicon hole using the 

adjacent electron charge sensor. (A) Stability diagram at the zero magnetic field. 
CB-gate voltages are set at to 0.5 V, compared to 0.14 V in Fig 1. (B, C) A finite 
lock-in signal is measured near zero detuning on the “(2,0)” region of the stability 
diagram. When the magnetic field is increased this signal disappears due to 
increased singlet-triplet relaxation. (D) A cyclical three stage pulse E-L-M is used 
to observe Pauli Spin blocked region on the “(2,0)” side of the interdot transition. 
The DC voltage of P1 and P2 is scanned around the (2,8) to (1,9) (i.e., “(2,0)” to 
“(1,1)”) transition while keeping the pulse sequence fixed. The timing of each 
stage E: L: M was 0.5 µs: 0.5 µs: 3 µs causing the signal to be dominated by the 
charge sensor current at the M point. We note that the lock-in signal also picks up 
the charge transitions, which are independent of magnetic field amplitude (35). (E) 
AC current at the PSB region (orange star on Fig. 4B) at different pulse periods 
and magnetic field. (F) Singlet-triplet relaxation time is extracted at different 
magnetic fields. Fitting function is displayed as a red line. 
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I. MOBILITY MEASUREMENTS ON TEST MOSFET DEVICES 

We fabricated two terminal MOSFETs with the same gate stacks as the fabricated CMOS 
charge sensing quantum dot device (Figure S1a). We compared threshold voltage and mobility of 
n-type devices compared to p-type devices on the same chip at four Kelvin, with different gate 
materials (Al, Ti) and different oxides (Al2O3, HfO2). Figure S1b-e shows that the n-type 
MOSFETs have higher mobility compared to the p-type MOSFETs, which demonstrates an 
advantage of using an n-type device as a charge sensor in terms of mobility. 

 

 

FIG. S1. Mobility and threshold voltage measurements on test MOSFET devices. (a) 
Optical image of a MOSFET device to characterize electron and hole mobility on 
the same chip. (b-e) Measured threshold voltage (VTH) and transconductance (gm) 
of the test MOSFET devices. Transconductance, which is proportional to the 
mobility of the n-type devices, is higher than p-type devices in all the batches we 
fabricated. 
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II. HISTOGRAM OF THE CHARGE SENSOR CURRENT AT THE LAST HOLE 
REGIME 

We measured the charge sensor current around the true (2,0) - (1,1) transition. The change of 
charge sensing current ∆ICS is obtained after compensating the capacitive coupling of the plunger 
gates P1 and P2 to the sensor dot (36). Four separate peaks show that the electron charge sensor is 
sensitive enough to distinguish between the four distinct charge occupations of the nearby hole 
quantum dot. In particular we demonstrate a ∼10 pA charge sensor signal between the (1,1) and 
(2,0) configurations, which is key for spin-to-charge conversion. 

 

 

FIG. S2. Charge sensor current measured at the last hole regime. Four distinct current 
levels demonstrate ability of the fabricated charge sensor to measure charge 
occupation of the adjacent hole double quantum dot. 
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III. INTERDOT TUNNEL COUPLING RATE CALCULATION 

The interdot tunnel coupling rate is measured from the width of the detuning between the P1 
and P2 dot potentials (Figure S3). The equation used for the fitting is Ref. (29) equation 2.  

 

FIG. S3. Normalized data of a detuning peak. The lever arms are calculated from the 
width of the detuning peak.  

Firstly we performed temperature dependent fits to get lever arms of the fitting function. 
The quadrature of in phase and out of phase signal was used as the amplitude. 

 

FIG. S4. Measurement of width of the detuning peaks at different temperatures to 
get lever arms for the fitting function. 

Using the obtained lever arms, we calculated interdot coupling rate at different Jg voltages. 
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IV. PAULI SPIN BLOCKADE IN TRANSPORT AND CHARGE SENSING 

We measured p-type transport current and n-type charge sensor current simultaneously at a 
finite source-drain voltage of 3 mV. We were able to confirm the PSB region from these 
measurements. 

 

FIG. S5. Pauli spin blockade measured by p-type transport and n-type charge 
sensing. (a) A map of transport current through the p-type double quantum dot 
shows a bias triangle with suppressed base, (b) whereas a map of the same region 
with 50 mT of in-plane magnetic field applied shows a clear base peak. (c) The 
same region is simultaneously mapped with the n-type charge sensor. At zero 
magnetic field the base of the triangle measures an effective (0,2) charge state (d) 
whereas at 50 mT the same region measures an effective (1,1) state. 
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V. STABILITY DIAGRAM WITH A PULSE SEQUENCE AT DIFFERENT 
MAGNETIC FIELDS 

Stability diagram mapped with a pulse sequence at different magnetic fields. A cyclic three-
stage pulse sequence (E-L-M) is applied to measure the transition from the effective (1,1) state to 
the effective (2,0) state. 

 

 

FIG. S6. Stability diagram with a pulse sequence at different magnetic fields. (a) 
When the measurement point is located at the interdot transition region (zero 
detuning), the triplet “(1,1)” to the singlet “(2,0)” transition is forbidden, which 
results in PSB (black lines are the guide to the eye). (b) The PSB is lifted when 20 
mT of in-plane magnetic field is applied to the double hole quantum dot system. 
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VI. SINGLET-TRIPLET RELAXATION TIME CALCULATION 

To measure a singlet-triplet relaxation time (TST), we use the forward and reverse pulse and 
measure the lock-in signal (ICS, AC) as a function of pulse period. The data is collected as 144 
separate sweeps (Figure S7b is an example of the data measured at zero magnetic field) along the 
(2,8)-(1,1) detuning axis (white line on Figure S7). 

 

 

FIG. S7. Detuning sweeps to obtain singlet-triplet relaxation time. (a) Stability 
diagram around (1,9) - (2,8) region. The detuning sweeps are taken along the white 
line on Figure S7a. (b) Detuning sweeps at zero magnetic field with different pulse 
periods to extract singlet-triplet relaxation time. 

 

Both two plunger gates P1 and P2 are used to execute a diagonal sweep across the inter-
dot region. The bright red in Figure S7b is the spin blocked signal. As the pulse period (y-axis) is 
made longer, the PSB signal is lost due to singlet-triplet relaxation. We extract the maximum 
lock-in signal of each detuning sweep, which is plotted in Figure 3d in the main text. 

The sensor signal was obtained using integration time of 300 ms, hence the signal results 
in the average over the entire pulse cycle (37). We can model the sensor current by considering a 
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simple exponential decay during the measurement stage, with a characteristic time scale of TST. 
Hence the extracted maximum current IAVG is given by 
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where IE, IR, and IM are current at the points E, R, and M respectively, T = TE + TR + TM is the 
total period of the three-stage pulse sequence, and A and B are constants. A factor of 0.75 comes 
from the fact that the measurement phase (M) takes three quarters of the total period. 

We use MATLAB software to fit the data using the command: 

myfittype = fittype(‘a1+b1*(c1/x)*(1-exp(-0.75*x/c1))’, ‘dependent’, ... 
’y’, ‘independent’, ‘x’, ‘coefficients’, ‘a1’,‘b1’,‘c1’); 

where a1 is the background signal in “(2,0)” (typically around 0.3 to 0.4 pA based on AC 
background signal level), b1 is the additional signal due to being spin blocked in “(1,1)” (typically 
around 2.5pA), and c1 is the singlet-triplet relaxation time. The result is summarised 
in Table I. 

 
 0 mT 2 mT 5 mT 
a1 0.426 ± 0.056 0.214 ± 0.015 0.192 ± 0.0068 
b1 2.01 ± 0.151 1.77 ± 0.091 1.32 ± 0.104 
c1 11.1 ± 2.44 3.81 ± 0.42 1.22 ± 0.166 

TABLE S1. Calculated fitting parameters with 95% confidence bounds. The 
parameter c1 is equal to the singlet-triplet relaxation time TST. 
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VII. SMOOTH CONTROL OF RESERVOIR TUNNELLING RATE 

We demonstrate the reservoir tunnelling rate control using a P1 single dot measured by the n-
type charge sensor. We applied a periodic pulse sequence at P1 (Figure S8c) to load and unload a 
hole via the reservoir (Fig. S8a, b). 

 

FIG. S8. Smooth electric control of reservoir tunneling rate. Changing P1 plunger 
voltage to (a) load and (b) unload a hole. (c) Pulse sequence applied on P1 plunger 
gate to measure the reservoir tunnelling rate of the device. (d) Averaged charge 
sensor current over the periodic pulse sequence. Loading and unloading events of a 
hole are measured at different reservoir barrier gate voltages. (d) Tunnelling rates 
of the holes to the reservoir at different reservoir barrier gate voltages, showing the 
smooth control of the reservoir tunneling rate. Solid lines are guide to the eye. 

 

The n-type charge sensor current (ICS) measures the average number of holes we have in 
the double dot. As a result, the falling (rising) time of ICS corresponds to the loading (unloading) 
time of a hole. The loading and unloading time are measured at different reservoir gate voltages 
B1. 

Figure S8d depicts time traces when we load and unload a hole at different reservoir barrier 
voltages. At B1 = −280mV (green), loading time is less than 1 ms; on the other hand, at B1 = 
−180mV (brown), hole is not fully loaded after the full pulse cycle. Figure S8e summarizes the 
result, which shows that B1 voltage can smoothly vary the reservoir tunnel coupling rates. The 
results show that loading time and unloading time can be changed by at least two orders of 
magnitude.  
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VIII. CAPACITANCE MATRIX 

Cross-capacitance of the components of the quantum dot device is obtained by electrostatic 
modelling. An n-type electron dot under the sensor top gate ST and a p-type dot under the plunger 
gate P2 is denoted by ndot and pdot respectively. The simulation predicts a reasonable capacitive 
coupling between ndot and pdot, as well as between the dots and the metal gates. 

 
 ST CB1 SRB SLB CB2 PR1 PR2 B1 P1 Jg P2 B2 pdot ndot Source Drain 
pdot 0.0862 1.19 0.0662 0.0639 1.68 0.23 0.39 0.131 0.328 0.184 1.41 0.303 7.67 0.461 0.605 0.548 
ndot 2.58 2.76 1.65 1.52 0.741 0.233 0.346 0.0896 0.17 0.0532 0.162 0.117 0.461 17.5 3.36 3.27 

TABLE S2. Calculated capacitance between the components of the ambipolar CMOS 
quantum dot device. For example, the number at (ST, pdot) represents the capacitance between 
the p-type dot and the ST metal gate; (pdot, pdot) represents self-capacitance of the p-type dot. 
Units in aF. 

 

 
 


